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Dress Code
2018/19 Season
TIPS:
Dress Code keeps attention on proper dance technique so that your child derives the most benefit from their class, with safety first!
All Confidanz brand Bodysuits, Tights, Skirts and Shorts are available for purchase at and exclusive to Leap Studios!
*Substitute brands permitted - we have brought in Confidanz this season because of its excellent quality and price point*
If student has multiple classes in one day, default to their Jazz, Tap or Acro suit
Hair is to be pulled or pinned back for tidyness and safety
All items that come in the studio space must be labelled with student's name; we are not responsible
for lost items and our lost goods bin goes to Goodwill on the first of each month.

ALL Bodysuits $35 Bring in a bodysuit(s) in good used condition before September 15 and we'll 
donate it to "Travelling Tutus" on your behalf.  Each used suit you bring =                  

$5 discount on each new item you buy from our shop!  
(excludes tights)                                                      

   We can only accept used suits 1:1 for your new purchase items due to shipping 
and handling costs of the donations - we appreciate your understanding.

Tights $18
Dance Shorts $25

Dance Skirt $25
all +GST

CLASS BODYWEAR - GIRLS BODYWEAR - BOYS FOOTWEAR OTHER
Dance With Me attire that dancer can move 

comfortably in
attire that dancer can move 
comfortably in

barefoot or ballet slippers 
or gymnastics slippers

Parent: 
workout/yoga/comfortable 
clothing; barefeet or clean 
indoor runners

Acro for Tots attire that dancer can move 
comfortably in

attire that dancer can move 
comfortably in

barefoot   Parent: 
workout/yoga/comfortable 
clothing; barefeet or clean 
indoor runners

Little Leapers Confidanz* Pink bodysuit 
and pink ballet skirt or 
black dance shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper (girls) + 
Black tap shoe;  Black 
ballet slipper (boys) + black 
tap shoe

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Tiny Twirl Confidanz* Pink bodysuit 
and pink ballet skirt or 
black dance shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper or 
gymnastics slipper (girls); 
Black ballet or gymnastics 
slipper (boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Princess Ballerinas Confidanz* Pink bodysuit 
and pink ballet skirt or 
black dance shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper or 
gymnastics slipper (girls); 
Black ballet or gymnastics 
slipper (boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Leap, Learn + Play Confidanz* Pink bodysuit 
and pink ballet skirt or 
black dance shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper or 
gymnastics slipper (girls); 
Black ballet or gymnastics 
slipper (boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Acro + Jazz Combo Confidanz* Black bodysuit 
and Black dance shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Split sole beige jazz shoe Cropped/convertible tights 
or no tights

Acro + Cheer Confidanz* Black bodysuit 
and Black dance shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Split sole beige jazz shoe Cropped/convertible tights 
or no tights

Triple Leap Combo Confidanz* Pink OR Lilac 
bodysuit and Black dance 
shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Split sole beige jazz shoe Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit
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Rock 'n Rollers Find your own style!  
Clothes should be 
comfortable to move in

Find your own style!  
Clothes should be 
comfortable to move in

Indoor running shoe/non-
marking rubber sole

Musical Theatre Confidanz* Black bodysuit 
and Black dance shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Split sole beige jazz shoe Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Tween Multistyle Confidanz* Black bodysuit 
and Black dance shorts

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Plain beige foot undees or 
barefeet

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Pre & Primary Ballet Confidanz* Pink bodysuit, 
Pink dance skirt

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper or 
gymnastics slipper (girls); 
Black ballet or gymnastics 
slipper (boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Ballet I Confidanz* Pink bodysuit, 
Pink dance skirt

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper (girls); 
Black ballet slipper (boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Ballet II Confidanz* Lilac bodysuit Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper (girls); 
Black ballet slipper (boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Ballet III Confidanz* Mulberry or 
Navy bodysuit

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper (girls); 
Black ballet slipper (boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Ballet IV+ Confidanz* Black bodysuit   Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper (girls); 
Black ballet slipper (boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Ballet + Jazz Fusion Confidanz* Black bodysuit / 
Black dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Pink ballet slipper and 
Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls); Black 
ballet slipper and Black 
split sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Confidanz* Pink Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Jazz Crew 6-8 Confidanz* Lilac or Black 
bodysuit / Black dance 
shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls); Black split 
sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Jazz Crew 8-10 Confidanz* Black or 
Mulberry bodysuit / Black 
dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls); Black split 
sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Jazz Crew 10+ Confidanz* Black or 
Mulberry bodysuit / Black 
dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls); Black split 
sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Jazz Tech I Confidanz* Black or Lilac 
bodysuit / Black dance 
shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls); Black split 
sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Jazz Tech II Confidanz* Black or Lilac 
bodysuit / Black dance 
shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls); Black split 
sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Jazz Tech III Confidanz* Black or 
Mulberry bodysuit / Black 
dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls); Black split 
sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Jazz Tech IV+ Confidanz* Black bodysuit / 
Black dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls); Black split 
sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Tap + Jazz (4-8) Confidanz* Black bodysuit / 
Black dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Black tap shoe (all) and 
Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls) OR Black 
split sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit
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Tap + Jazz (8-10) Confidanz* Black bodysuit / 
Black dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Black tap shoe (all) and 
Beige split sole slide on 
jazz shoe (girls) OR Black 
split sole slide on jazz shoe 
(boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Tap I Confidanz* Black bodysuit / 
Black dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige tap shoe (girls); 
Black tap shoe (boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Tap II Confidanz* Black bodysuit / 
Black dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige tap shoe (girls); 
Black tap shoe (boys)

Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Tap III+ Confidanz* Black bodysuit / 
Black dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Black lace up tap shoe (all) Beige Tights if wearing 
bodysuit

Lyrical Confidanz* Mulberry or 
Black bodysuit / Black 
dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige slip on split sole jazz 
shoe (girls); Black slip on 
split sole jazz shoe (boys) / 
teacher may advise to also 
bring foot undies

Beige Cropped or 
Convertible Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Contemporary Confidanz* Mulberry or 
Black bodysuit / Black 
dance shorts optional

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

Beige slip on split sole jazz 
shoe (girls); Black slip on 
split sole jazz shoe (boys) / 
teacher may advise to also 
bring foot undies

Beige Cropped or 
Convertible Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Street Hip Hop You be you!  Just no jeans 
please for class :)

You be you!  Just no jeans 
please for class :)

Indoor running shoe/non-
marking rubber sole / 
performance dancers will 
be advised of costuming at 
a later date

Conditioning for Dancers Any colour of bodysuit; 
dance shorts optional; 
warm up wear permitted at 
teacher's discretion

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt

barefoot and indoor 
running shoe

Beige Cropped or 
Convertible Tights if 
wearing bodysuit

Acro Tech I/II/III+ Confidanz* Black bodysuit; 
dance shorts optional; 
warm up wear permitted at 
teacher's discretion

Black joggers or shorts and 
White t-shirt / ensure 
clothing is snug fitting for 
safety

barefoot   Beige Cropped or 
Convertible Tights if 
wearing bodysuit


